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to conduct a house of orostltution
COTTON STATISTICS.
POPE IS 8ICK
and for any person to take a female
Washington, March 25. The census
Rome, March 25. Pope Pius, alOF
from within or without the state for
bureau's report on the supply and
though he received Cardinal Angelo
immoral purposes. It also makes a
distribution of cotton for the six
Di Pietro and Monlagnor
l,aurenti,
prostitute a competent witness in
month's period ended February 29
A
secretary of the Congregation of the
such cases
issued at 10 o'clock a. m. today, is a
Propaganda, today suspended thi
Two more prohibition acts provid
follows:
Supply Total, 16,723,2- -'
general audience because of a slight
ing for the submission to the people
bales; stocks at beginning of period
cold, accompanied by a cough and by
of constitutional amendments provid
catarrh.
The Vatican doctors hope
i,uo,vai; ginmngs, 15,279,522, net
to be able to allow the
ing for statewide prohibition and
imports, 68,668; distribution export,
pontiff t
against the manufacture and sale of
continue bis private audiences toma
8,007,814; consumption, 2,623,379 (a);
VOTES
FOR SENATORS
TODAY
RULING OF IN in cotton states,
intoxicating liquors in the state were
1,350,622, in other SHOOT CHAUFFEUR WHO REFUS- row.
FIFTY RAILROADS EAST OF CHIWERE AS BADLY SCATTERED
TERSTATE COMMERCE COM
presented in the house this morning
state 1,272,757; stocks held it end of
ES TO STOP WHEN ORDERED
CAGO
REFUSE TO GRANT
by Representative Chrisman of San
BIG OFFER FOR FIGHT.
MISSION NOT APPRECIATED
AS ON FIRST BALLOT.
period, 6,092,028; by manufacturers,
TO DO SO
LARGER
REMUNERATION
Juan county. The senate also passed
New York, March 25. The National
1,542,638; in cotton states, 733.406;
Senate Bill No. 31, providing for the
Club
of
in all other states, 809,233: in inde
Sporting
America today made
TO REGULATE WHITE SLAVERY printing and distribution of bins BROAD DOCTRINE LAID DOWN pendent warehouses, 2,280,86C; in cot- THROW BODY IN THE DITCH an offer of a $r6,000
purse for a ten ARE
FINANCIALLY
UNABLE
joint
resolutions,
ton states, 2,089,805; In al! other
round bout betwen Matt Wells,
etc., by both
light
branches of the legislature. It pro KOADS
weight champion of England, and
MAKING LOW
MEASURE TO THAT END IS PRESTATE states, 191,061; elscnere, 2.268.S23. DRIVE
TO CHANTILLY
WHERE
vides that printed copies shall be sent
(a) Includes 56,115 bales destroyed by
Packey McFarland of Chicago, the LINES DECLARE THEIR EXPENSRATES MUST AL80 PROVIDE
SENTED IN THE SENATE
THEY
STEAL
$8,000
FROM
to all newspapers and makes an ap
ES ARE INCREASING
fire ar Houston.
match to take place on a date conven
WHILE
LOW INTERSTATE
BY MR. EVANS.
TARIFFS
A BANK
proprlatlon for the expense.
ient to both fighters.
EARNINGS DECREASE
Governor McDonald sent a message
SPECIAL SESSION.
to both branches of the legislature DISCRIMINATION
DEMOCRATS IN CAUCUS
CHARGED
IS
PROHIBITION BILLS PRESENTED
111.,
March 25. Gover THEY MURDER TWO EMPLOYES
Springfield,
stating that D. C. Collier, manager of
IS SILENT
Washington, March 26. The call BROTHERHOOD
nor Deneen today ordered a call Isthe San Diego exposition, was in the
for
the
caucus
of
house
to
democrats
sued for a special sension of the leg
ADVOCATES OF DRY STATE BE- city and wanted to address the leg- STATE AND INTERSTATE HAULS
USE WEAPONS
WITH consider a naval program was issued WHETHER OR NOT A STRIKE
islature to act on a proposed presi ROBBERS
BOTH
islature. The house passed a resoAFFECTED BY RECENT
GIN THEIR OPERATIONS
(today but the situation was compliDEADLY
EFFECT WHEN REdential preference primary bill. The
WILL RESULT IS NOT YET
lution asking the senate to Join in a
cated by the inclusion In the call
DECISIONS
EARLY.
IS
SISTANCE
OFFERED
session
will
tomorrow.
To
DETERMINED
,
begin
for consideration of a public building
joint session on March 26 at Jl a. m.
Taw effective in time for
make
the
to listen to a speech by Mr. Collier.
measure. The caucus is set for Wed4-Washington, March 25. Resort to the primaries April 9, the bill as an
New York, March 25. Fifty rail
Paris, March 25 The automobile nesday night and a fight Is expected.
the courts probably will be made at emergency measure, would require bandits who in
terrorized The , agreement to include public roads comprising
February
once for a review of the decision of the affirmative votes of
practically all the
s
of many districts of France by carrying
Santa Fe N. M., March 25.
buildings was reached after careful lines east of
the
interstate
and north of
commerce
4Chicago
commission
the
United
legislators.
out an extraordinary series of crimes consideration by house leaders but a
Today's balloting for
RIVER
announced recently in the
the
Norfolk
and
Staltea senators resulted In no
Western,
today rehave perpertated during the last few majority of the house is said to be
rate case. The commission
to
fused
an
Increase
election, the deadlock remain- - f
in wages
other
grant
crimes
which
reach
days
daring
opposed to the issage of another
laid down the broad doctrine that in
ing unbroken. The ballot was
ed
climax
in
their
this
a
demanded
locomotive
their
measure
barrel''
at
morning
engithis
"pork
by
session
STRIKE IS
i TO RISE terstate railroads which put into force
as follows:
murder on the public highway beneers.
The
preengineers'
demand,
low state rates must adopt equally
4'
Democrats
tween Villeneuve-St- .
George and Paan-I- n
on
sented
was
22,
for
January
low
interstate rates for traffic mov23
Felix Martinez
crease amounting to about 19 per cent
STILL UNSETTLED ris. A gang of four bandits who oc- CONFERENCE MAY
SEVERAL
STATES ARE APPRE ing under similar conditions.
22
A. A. Jones
an automobile ordered the
a
cupied
year. The railroad's refusal Is basHENSIVE
It is generally believed that the
OF DISASTROUS
Republicans
chauffeur of a private motor car to
ed on the assertion that they are fincases
FLOOD
will
CONDITIONS.
be
taWm
to the
ultimately
22
A. B. Fall
stop. When the chauffeur refused the
PREVENT STRIKE ancially unable to bear the Increased
THOUGH
supreme court of The United States CONFERENCES,
LONG,
17
W. H. Andrews
shot him dead and
highwaymen
expense.
bt.
IN
RESULTED
for
No
a
SATISMarch
Mo.,
25
final adjudication on the posIxuis,
r'urtber
17
Wlliam J. Mills
wounded the occupant of the car.
The railroads, In their reply, pointfloods
on
FACTORY
of
session
AGREEMENT.
the
were
river
comclaimed
power
the
B.
Mississippi
15
by
T.
Catron
After throwing the body of the
ed
out that the proposed increase will
imminent this morning because of the mission. Probably the most bitter
AND MINERS
WILL
5
O. A. Larrazolo
chauffeur Into a ditch the bandits en- OPERATORS
amount
to $7,553,792 annually, which
March
35.
in
HOLD
IN
London,
MEETING
courts
the
The
CLEVEwill
conferover
fight
be
which followed
rising temperature
the
2
L. B. Prince
tered the automobile and drove towoula be equivalent to placing on
LAND TOMORROW.
yesterday's heavy fall of sno" in this section of the opinion which gave a ences of Premier Asqulth and mem- wards Paris. Brigands, bearing all
2
R. L Baca
their property a Hen of $188,844,818
state, Kansas and Illinois. The liver new interpretation to. what is called bers of the British cabinet with the the appearances of
2
Secundino Romero
being the authors
of four per cent securities
which
mine
O..
owners
tr.
Cleveland.
25.
was
March
undue
and
Botn
discrimination"
miners,
1
under
here
the
slowly
in
and stages
Bias Sanchez
respectively, of this morning's holdup, arrived in
f were rising
would
have
over
first,
preference
lasted
thoughout the day, but if any an automobile at Chantllly, the rac- policy committee and the ewutiva
advancing rapidly at points terstate commerce law. The commis
Progressive Republicans
to
mortgage
"and
bonds,
that
sion
just
held
the
board
of
Mine
that
toward
the
United
of
progress
solution
the
Workers
above
of
St.
the
5
H. J. Hagerman
proposition against
Louis, while the rivers are
f
ing center. Four of the men, armed
extent would lessen the ability of
.
bank full everywhere. The Illinois undue discrimination in favor of on deadlock was made, It was not suf with revolvers, entered the branch of America here today decided to la KM
5
Gillenwater
the roads to make the improvements
ficient
to
inflood-stagnot
e
as
to
no
two
locality
action
of
is at
implies
in the present
only
justify the resumption
for most or its
a Paris bank, where they shot the absolutely
necessary to Increase the efficiency or'
length and serious overflows aie ex terstate hauls but also as to two the round tab negotiations between cashier and another employ
dead, coal situation pending the outcome of their service and to insure
greater
one
of
the
which
owners
hauls,
and miners.
may be Interstate
pected.
dangerously wounded a third man, the conference of the operators and safety to the public and employes."
Santa Fe, N. M., March 25. With
of
the
miners
bituuminous
fields
The Missouri is rising rapily at and the other intrastate.
and escaped with $8,000 in notes.
The reply was presented at a joint
The commission said the fact that
American Ship Embarrassed.
A fifth bandit in the meantime kept which will be resumed tomorrow.
unimportant shifts among the leaders Fulton, Mo., and there is anxiery over
of committees representing
meeting
the carriers' rates in the latter case
In today's senatorial ballot discussion the stage as far as Omaha.
25.
March
Welmouth, Eng.,
The guard at the door of the bank with
May Make Compromise
It is
the
Brotherhood
of Locomotive En
are
established by a state commission United States cruiser Prairie, which a loaded carbine while a sixth sat
in legislative circles increased as to feared that the whole of New .Madrid
Late this
afternoon
President
12 presidem
and
gineers
and
not
does
relieve
the
carrier
of
now
the
is
the possibiltly of the deadlock being county will be overflowed within a
lying at Portland shipping 100 ready at the steering wheel of the John P. White informed the union
duty, which rests on it, irrespective Whitehead torpedoes, is finding dif- motor car waiting to start immediate- district presidents who came from managers from the railroads. The
broken by the election of two dark day or two.
railroads point out that the wage ad
of its obligation to the state, to adhorses. In this connection the names
ficulty in procuring coal for the voy- ly after the robbery had been accom- bituminous as well as anthracite sec vance to
and other employes
so
its
rates
as
that
just
to
Interstate
to
America.
An attempt to pur- plished.
The murderer dashed out, tions, that the situation was critical since 1910engineers
of National Committeeman Solomon
age
Ohio Is High.
was
made
in expectation
traffic
will
be
done between chase 20 tons of steam coal was jumped in the motor and started at so far as the miners were concerned
justice
Luna and Charles Springer were men- Cincinnati, O., March 25. The Ohio communities
of a "much needed" advance In
of
state
lines.
regardless
but he hoped some means of avertfull speed toward, Paris.
unsuccessful.
tioned prominently, although neither river reached the flood stagj here
freight rates which the interstate
Attention wa3 directed to that porAn alarm was raised but pursuit ing a strike or even a prolonged susappeared In the voting.
today and continues rising, This tion of the
commerce commission declined to al
the
with
opinion
dealing
was prevented by the bandits with re- pension after April 1, would be deMills' loss was due to voting for morning the stage was 50.2 feet. The attitude of the
low. Since that period, they say, enrailroads toward the
volver shots. They abandoned the vised.
favorite sons. He can command his weather TjTTserver predicts the ores low state rates,
forced
reductions of rates have been
of
adopted by order
anthracite more or
Regarding the 175,000
automobile, which later was discoverwill reach here tomorrow looming
full strength at any time.
less continuous and other rate
the Texas commission.
On this subed at Asnierres, near here. The au- miners, Mr. White said the situation
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
reductions are pending.
In today's ballot, the sixth, T. Bi bringing the river to 54 or r; feet ject it he interstate commerce commistomobile probably had been stolen.
clearly was that no settlement was
Catron gained five votes and W. H. Much damage already has been cans sion said, "they appealed to no court
The railroads declare that the fix
in sight," but the adjournment of the
Andrews gained one, while A. B. Fall ed by the high water. In the east Cor relief, nor to this commission."
a standard wage for the con
coal conference until to- ing of
bituminous
and W. J. Mills dropped below Sat and west end cellars and houses have
ductors
By some this has been taken as a
and trainmen was the result
Washington, March 25. Senate: MAKES PREPARATIONS
morrow leaves hope that the 360,000
vote. The progressive re- been flooded and along Mill creek clear intimation by the commission In session at 2 p. m.
of a crisis developed in connection
urday
bituminous miners may reach an
with their demand and should not be
Final
publicans today combine on Herbert hundreds of gardens are under water. that it possesses the power to pass
consideration
of
begun
agreement. If they do not, the union
HER
FOR
OWN
FUNERAL
Gilen-wateon the reasonableness of state rates Stephenson election case, vote prob-oJ. Hagerman and William H.
officials pointed out, the recommenda- taken as a precedent. Figures are
Railroad Out of Commission.
interstate railroads.
ably by Wednesday.
tions concerning both the anthracite presented to show that- - while the
Keokuk, la., March 25". Ice banks,
gross earnings of the roads concernDiscussion of a combination of
In
a
General
Wlckersham
Attorney
THEN
WOMAN
ASPHYXIATES and the bituminous miners will be ed increased $18,559,659 in 1911,
democrats and progressive republi- in some places 30 feet high, in the
there
letter refused to supply information
alike
that is, the policy committee
HERSELF AND YOUNG
was a decreaes in net earnings of
cans to break the senatorial deadlock Des Moines river as far north as ATTORNEY PLEADS FOR called for by resolution on recogniwill
inform
the
no
as
that
union,
wage
DAUGHTER.
continued today. The suggestion was Gregory, Mo., were reported here totion' of International Harvester comagreements have been effected, a sus- $27,650,200; and while 8,1797 less men
were employed, the total wages in
The
&
SUGAR
TRUST RARONS pany.
made that they throw their strength day.
Chicago,
Burlington
San Francisco, March 25. "Cre- pension of business Is inevitable and creased $39,416,802.
The reDlv ia
to one of the leading repuolicati can- Quincy tracks were covered with ice
the question whether the men shall
House: Met at noon, and adjourned mate the remains of
daughter and
signed by the conference committee
didates in return for support in elect- and water in depth from ?8 inches to ASKS THE JUDGE TO
m.
be
will
or
12:20
strike
at
out
to
for
referendum
p.
a
the
put
respect
INSTRUCT
myself and deposit TITe ashes in the
of managers, J. C. Stuart, chairmann.
it three feet at different points, according the second senator. However,
memory of the late Representative same casket I have kissed her good- vote.
JURY
TO RETURN
VERDICT
'
Grand Chief Stone, when told, just
was stated positively that none of ing to some reports.
It
was
con
understood the board
Bingham of Pennsylvania.
OF NOT GUILTY
night and will now turn on the gas. sidered
before the meeting of the railroad
the republican candidates was in a No trains were operated last night
a
bitumin
bethe
that
Jackson
proposal
Representative
urged
I am sick and without relatives and
ous miners drop all their demands ex- men, that the demands of the engiposition to deliver his full strength to or early today?" and officials of the
New York, March
25. Declaring fore interstate commerce committee cannot leave
my daughter to the merthat for more pay and that they neers had been refused and asked
another candidate. It was doubtful road expected the lines entering Keo- that his clients were victims of a his resolution for investigation of all
cept
of the world."
cy
ask for a five per cent Increase in- what the engineers would do,' said he
also if the democrats and progressives kuk would be out of commission for "colossal misunderstanding" Delancey ftfe insurance companies, declaring
When Coroner Leland opened his stead of ten.
Such a compromise al had no predictions to make. When
could agree as to their" candidate, the two or three days at leaBt.
Nicoll, counsel for the defendants in th'ey had the country "by the throat.
mail today he found the above mes- had
been
considered bv the rtls- - Mr. Stone came from the conference
ready
to
Wedgeneral opinion being that the demoDemocrats
caucus
the government suit against. Washingcajlled
ana
aiscov-eage
upon
investigation
.j.
crats would insists on eIix Martinez
presidents of the four states di room he said he and the other repreton B. Thomas, John E. Parsons and nesday night on Naval republic buildered Mrs. A. Morse, of Chicaga, an
and the progressives on W. H. Gillen- OKLAHOMA CATTLE RATE CASE. others of the American Sugar Refin- ings program.
rectly interested, without result. It sentatives of the Brotherhood of Loher
daughter, Ethel, dead was saiil the compromise might be comotive Engineers would hold a
Chicago, 111,, March 25.- - The Inter- ing company, today asked
water of Albuquerque.
Judge
Representative Taggwrt offered res- from
In an apartment suggested at tomorrow's conference meeting later after which they might
asphyxiation
state
Commerce
a
a
Commission began
The house this morning passed
Hand in the federal court to instruct olution calling for an investigation of
have something to say.
house. The woman had mailed the as coming from the operators.
bill for the payment of members, em- rehearing in this city today la the the jury to return a verdict Of not Western Newspaper Union.
to
coronor
letter
the
It
and
"Was any compromised suggested?"
Saturday
case
of the Corporation Commission guilty.
ployes, the lieutenant governor and
Interior department expenditures Is
believed
the
was asked.
that
death
he
occurred
Raise
of
Coal.
Price
of
May
Oklahoma
Ke
rs.
the
amount
the
monoSanta
Nicoll
that
of
Mr.
the
asserted
railway
mileage. The total
committee decided to investigate the
that night. Mrs. Morse left no ChiNew York.
25. AnLhracite
March
rnd
In
others
unso
counts
known
or
as
None," he said. "We have not
Is
"Oklahoma
the
are
indictments
$57,255.40,
polistic
appropriation
Indian bureau, bearings to begin next
cago address.
operators today awaited with much made known our attitude on the remuch as may be needed. This provides cattle rate case." The petition for founded because the "Pennsylvania week.
interest in the result of the delibera- fusal and will not iio so until we have
for an average expense of $599 daily. the rehearing in the case was filed Sugar Refining company was not, at
Shipping trust investigating com- CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TEST CASE. tions in Cleveland
of the policy com- had time enough to discuss it among
The senate will take the measure up by counsel for the National Live the time of the Segal loan, nor after- mittee is gathering evidence from all
New York, March 25. The case of mittee of the United Mines Workers
ourselves. After we have aone over
in
a
of
the
Stock
association and the Texas Cat- wards,
position
competitor government departments and hear- Willis Vernon
late this afternoon. The provisions
Cole, the Christian Sci- of America, representing both the an- the matter anoiher
of
the
American
joint meeting with
tle
Raisers'
the
company."
constitution
are
within
the
the
bill
of
association,
petitionings will not begin for a month.
ence healer who is charged with al- thracite and bituminuos mine wo:k-ers- . the railroad
repreesntatives will be
al requirements, fnereby carrying out ers alleging that the rates named in Mr. Nicoll declared that Segal was
leged violation of the medical laws,
held."
in desperate straits at the time of the
the statements made that the repub- the decision were unjust and
PACKER'S CASE TO JURY.
was
called before Justice Seabury to
out
While the operators are
no
at
loan and
time was he able to
"It looks like war," Mr. Stone later
lican conference of last week was for
ChTCago, March 25. That Armour day for a second trial. The first trial no information, it was (earned that
was quoted as saying, "and the indioperate the Pennsylvania plant at a
the purpose of fixing salaries.
sufficient profit to allow him to pay & Company, Swift & Company and ended In a jury disagreement. The re- influences were at work to force cations are that we will have to take
An important bill introduced in the
MARYLAND DAY CELEBRATED.
MorriB & Company have today just sult of the trial Is awaited with keen them to come to some agreement
back
the loan.
a strike vote and make preparations
senate today was an act by Evans deBaltimore, Md., March 25. Public
as
effective a monopoly of the meat interest by members of the Christian The operators have heard unofficially to enforce our
"The
states
indictment
that
Segal
demands unless the
fining pandering, and imposing a echoolsin Baltimore and elsewhere was
In debt as pant of the con- business as though their proposed Science church throughout the coun- that the hard coal miners would be railroads adopt a more reasonable
kept
five
not
less than
years throughout the state today held spepenalty of
spiracy so the defendants could get "billion dollar comotne" had been try as the case is designed to obtain satisfied to waive most of their de
for anyone convicted of white slave cial exercises in celebration of "Mary- control of his
wffB the contention, in suba ruling from the higher courts as to mands if they could gain an increase
refinery," said Mr. created,
At the conclusion of the conference.
traffic. This act Is similar to those land Day,'' the 278th anniversary of Nicoll. "Now I ask the court if
stance, of Attorney Butler's closing whether a Christian Science practi- in wages. But to raise was.s, the o tne
there
locomotive engineers this af- force?
In
In
now
which are
many the landing of Lord Baltimore's col- is
any evidence to show that Segal argument ?W the government In its tioner is legally entitled to attempt operators say, will make It necessar ternoon it was announced that
states. It makes it a felony for any ony at St Mary's, which marked the was
they
t
suit against the Chicago the cure of ills as a religious function To increase the nrfee of coal which would not
kept In debt."
recede from their position
person to induce a female to enter a first permanent settlement In Mary,
"I confess I see none," said Judge packers. It is expected the case will and is not doing so in violation of they expressed themselves is '.jelng in the demand for
increased wages.
house of prostitution, for any person land.
Hand.'
be in the jury's hands this afternoon. the medical laws.
Another conference will be held.
unwilling to do.
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CARNEGIE FOUNDATION

PRODUCER

real educational Influence.
BASEBALL NOTES.
In general, the sense of public ob
A
O
ligation to the cause of education appears to be stronger and more wide
spread than ever, out the time has
Tommy Tennant, the former Pacific
plainly come when private and local Coast league player, - making a hit
initiative need more guidance from with the St. Louis Browns.
the point of view of the state and of
The veteran
Brooklyn battery.
Annual Report Shows That The Fund For The Advancement of the nation. Education Is the most Pitcher Bell and Catcher
Bergen will
of Education is Important Interest in any nation, and perform the coming season for Joe
Teaching is Being Used to Advantage-Caus- e
THE .VORK OF GEORGE LEDERER
Is nowhere so important as in a naBeing Strengthened Through 1 he Liberal Donations of Mi- tion in which every citizen assumes McGinnity's Newark team.
8TANDS OUT STRONGLY IN
In "Privte John Allen," Pilot Grif-flftllionaire And Bareful Administration of His Endowment.
full political responsibility.
"MADAME SHERRY."
of the Washington team, think
The TBport will be sent to any ad- he has a pitcher that will dazzle Mio
dress upon request to The Carnegie heavy hitters.
George W. Lederers name as a proA better adjustment is developing
The sixth annual report of the pres676 Fifth
of musical pieces usually spells
ducer
avenue,
Foundation,
furnished
The Macon team has
ident and the treasurer of the Carne- between the colleges ana the high
near the last word in apteams
City.
six
of
the
four
something
for
managers
gie Foundation covers the year enj-lc- schools. Many universities and colAtlantic
will
perfection of production.
South
the
make
proximate
that
up
September 30, 1911.
leges have advanced within 10 years
familiar
CAUSE FOR ALARM.
with the manager's
Playgoers
league this season.
The endowment amounted at that from competing with high schools,
successes while he held forth at the
Loss of Appetite or Distress After
admitted
ae
lea
has
The
Canadian
time to $12,123,000, comprising Mr. while other institutions, like Harvard,
Ottawa and Peterboro, making an New York Casino, at a time when he
Eating a Symptom That Should
Carnegie's original girt of $10,000,OQj have broadened their entrance reNot Be Disregarded.
eight-clucircuit that will start the controlled the fortunes of Lillian Rustn 1905, an accumulation from
quirements so that tney can be met
Walter
Is just a natural desire for fireworks on May 14.
De Angells,
sell, Jefferson
Appetite
of $1,123,000, and $1000,000 re- by the average good high school. food. TJdss
or stomach
David Warfield, Louis Mann,
Jones.
of
is
the
oldest
ball
appetite
player,
Cy
Young
ceived in 1911 as the first installment These changes help thewhole educadistress after eating indicate indiges- and Pitcher McTigue the youngest in Edna May, Maybelle Gilman, Paula
Of Mr. Carnegie's additional gift of tional system, so that in Virginia, for
is a the National league. Botfi players are Edwards and other stars had opportion or dyspepsia. Over-eatin-g
example, there are now ten times as
$6,000,0(10 in 1908.
to a person's members of the Boston Braves.
habit
dangerous
very
tunity during nnit period to observe
Of the income of $590,000 for the many four year high schools as there
health.
pood
in
scribes
Boston
Hot
general
Springs say the finished quality of his theatrical
were In 1906. Unnecessary Institu$526,000 was expendyear
It is not what you eat but what that Pltoher Joe Wood, the Red Sox equipments, in "Madame Sherry," a
ed In retiring allowances and pen- tions, however, continue to be develyou digest and assimilate that does speed boy, is in excellent condition musical production that has scored a
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By Poiret of Paris

ill
An original Wooltex coat

Poiret is said by many to be tbe irreatest livinj;
Kownsartd carriage
artist in dress.
His tailored styles are
wraps are mlfrninrent.
the acme ot simplicity. Thit is an exact copy of
x
rVrfret
himself sent to the w
the model sMHi
factory. The original cost f teo in Paris,
s'ou can buy this Wooltex reproduction at I3S.S0
a saving of more titan $100.

The lines of this original Wooltex model-a- rt
one 0I our highlit
so handsome it might well
llut Its price is very moderate
?nced garment,
(rood for travelers or for
A splendid style for tall women.
M.(d-- j in a
number of attractive cloths, among them some
o and its
Price
of the new reversiblei.
according to material.

Model

Model 36

Coats and suits
guaranteed to please you
for two full seasons
If you have pride in your appearance t
Want to look
all the time
And if the economy of long service in addition to
attractiveness of style means anything to you
You will insist on the Wooltex label in this spring's
coat and suit. This label means that the garment bearing
it is so well tailored and of such good materials that you a e
guaranteed two full seasons' satisfactory service.
Despite the high quality and charming style of Wooltex
garments their prices are altogether modest.
well-dress-

Coats $15 to $45

ed

Skirts $6 to $20

Suits $25 to $55

The Wooltex Style Book for spring is yours
for the asking just put your name on a postal
card and send it to The H. Black Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

But don't wait for your Style Book to arrive see the garments themselver
in your own city at

The Store That sells Wooltex
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Vubiic funds for private educational
ventures as in Pennsylvania; and the
subsidizing of educational competition
ae in various southern and western
states. The great variation In educational efficiency that now exists Is
shown to be unnecessary and wasteful. It is neither necessary nor desirable that some states should spend
as much as others per
only
capita for education, have only half
as long a school year, enroll only half
as large a proportion of their school
as
children, and spend only
much in educating each teacher. Reshows
cent educational legislation
promise of Improvement, but a broader view of the problems Involved is
Imperative.
one-eight- h

one-fift-

h

i

gaiti In reMjrib'uii education, due to a
decline in the severity of both doctrinal teaching and scientific opposition, and to a new emphasis on the
fundamentals of religious faith and
living.

Politics still play a large part in
and dismissal of
state university boards, presidents
and professors, and in lobbying for
legislative funds. Public criticism of
recent action of this sort in Kentucky
and Oklahoma, however, indicates a
movement toward a more careful
constitution of governing boards. The
influence of organized aiurr.ni also
needs to be more carefully directed,
so that Instead of Insisting on low
athletic ideals as recently in Michl- -

The appointment

S.S.S.

BAD BLOOD

Bad blood is responsible for moat of our ailments, and when from any
cause it becomes infected with impurities, humors or poisons, trouble in some
form is sure to follow. Muddy, sallow complexions, eruptions, pimples, etc.,
show that the blood is infected with unhealthy humors which have changed
it from 'a pure, fresh stream to a sour, acrid fluid, which forces out its
impurities through the pores and glands of the skin. A very common evidence of bad blood is sores and ulcers, which break out on the flesh, often
from a very insignificant bruise, or even scratch or abrasion. If the blood
was healthy the place would heal at once; but being infected with Impurities
which are discharged into the wound, irritation and inflammation are set
up, the fibres and tissues are broken, and the sore continues until the
and tonic,
blood is purified of the cause. S. S. S. is Nature's blood-purifimade entirely from roots, herbs and barks. It goes down into the circulation and removes every particle of impurity, humor or poison, restores lost
vitality, and steadily tones up the entire system. S. S. S. neutralizes any
excess of acid in the blood, making it pure, fresh and healthy, and perma
nently cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Boils, and all other sian
eruption or disease. 'Book on the blood and any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, GA,
er
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VIRGINIA FOLTZ
Contralto in "Madame Sherry."
of a millionaire's
yacht, under full
sail in the waters off Coney Island,
with her feminine guests as models
for the Lederer ingenuity and taste
in costuming. The conduct of every
member of the cast, which term takes
in the feminine chorus, is said, too,
to reflect this general sense of beauty, a quality that one unconsciously
appreciates, who listens to many of
the airs of the published score of the
production. "Madame Sherry" is to
be presented here at the Duncan opera house on Wednesday evening by
the New York New Amsterdam Theater company.
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TRUJILLO
HE WAS

SAYS
NOT

BRIBED
LEGISLATOR
ACCUSED
HAVING SOLD HIS
FOR SENATOR

DENIES
VOTE

Santa Fe, N. M., March 25. Julian
Trujillo, of Taos county, one of the
four members of the house of representatives, accused of soliciting and
accepting bribes to vote for a certain candidate for United States senator, was on the stand before the investigation committee of 15, when the
committee adjourned last Saturday
afternoon.
emotion and
Without apparent
never for a moment losing his dignified and courteous demeanor, Trujillo
stuck to his story both on direct examination and under a grilling cross
examination by Judge E. R. Wright,
The cross examination hadn ot been
completed when the committee adjourned.
There was a large crowd present
in the house, when at 4 o'clock Judge
Wright announced that the case of
the prosecution was before the committee. Colonel Priohard and Atintorney Read for the accused men,
to
not
had
expected
that
sisted
they
he called upon to open their case Saturday, and asked an adjournment un
til today. The committee by a majority vote declined to allow the delay and after a recess of 15 minutes
voted to reopen the same.
Trujillo apparently was the least
excited person in the room and told
his story in a conversational tone of
voice ocasionally rising to illustrate
how some of the persona connected
with the narrative were standing, and
gesticulating at infrequent intervals
to give emphasis to his words.
the
"On the night of Saturday,
in
accused
response
the
18th," began
to a question by Colonel Prichard "1
was seated In the lobby of the Palace
'hotel, conversing with State Auditor
Sargent, when I was aproached by
Elf ego Baca, who said: "We are going to have a meeting upstairs.'
"I then saw him pass Mr. Lucero,
and eay something to him. He then
crossed over in the lobby, to where
Manuel Cordova and Luis Montoya
were sitting and spoke to them. They
folowed him, and after they had
started up the sairs, Mr. Lucero
came 'back two or three steps and
said to me: 'You are called, too.' I
then got up and followed them. There
was not a word said on the way upstairs. We went into a room, I do
om, for I had not
not know what
been that way before. There was a
small table in the center of the
room.
"When we entered the room, Mr.
Baca closed the door and said: 'Boys,
I have here
a good deal of money
and I don't know what to do with It.'
He then pulled out from his pocket
roll of bills and invited us to sit
down.
The others all seated them-

selves, but I remained standing, as
there were not enough chairs for all.
He then started to count the money
on the table opposite me. I stood up
so, (witness stood up to ilustrate his
I
did not notice how
statement.)
much he counted, but he said there
was $500. He kept on counting until
he said he Lid counted four, times.
Then he said:
" 'I have brought this money up to
learn if you are going to vote for
Mr. Fall or myself.' Cordova said: 'I
wil not vote for you under any circumstances for the reason I have
promised to vote for a Spanish-Americagentleman from my own county,
1 am
going to vote for Mr. Fall, for
before 1 came here, I had old myself
that. 1 would vote for him.'
"Then Tlfego Baca sald In a loud
tone, 'You have my instructions,' and
he clapped hiB bands (witness clapped
his hands.) Then Mr. Sena came in
with a pistol in his hand and said:
'Don't, give them any more instructions, you are all under arrest.' Then
he took the money that was lying in
front of Mr. Lucero and then took
the money from in front of Mr. Cordova. He then said to Mr. Montoya:
'Where is the money?' Then Mr.
toya said: 'I haven't got any, you can
search me,' and then Mr. Sena took
the money from the bed. It was a
little under the quilt, not purposely,
but it waspartly covered. Then Mr.
Sena turned to me and said nothing,
for he asy the money on the table
in front of me.
"Then Colonel Jaramillo came out
and said:' As chairman of the executive committee of the republican party, I demand your resignations Immediately, are you ready to sign
them?' As the officer was standing
.there with a pistol In his hand, we
Jaramillo
aid, 'yes.' Then Colonel
went out and came back with the
resignations and a fountain pen and
we all signed them.
n

"Then Mr. Joe Sena came in and
Jaramillo said: 'Deliver that
money to Joe Sena, so he may deliver it to the republican executive
committee.' Then Mr. Joe Sena and
Colonel Jaramillo went away, and after everybody but the officer and
ourselves had left the room the
mounted policeman said: 'Boys, your
best friend has led you into a trap.
You did not expect that one of our
own race would do this treachery to
For my part, if Colonel Jarayou.
millo wants me to, I would turn you
all loose.' Then he called Colonel Jaramillo and said: What do you want
me to do with these men, I think it
would be all right to turn them loose.
They have not done anything wrong.
Are you going to make me ashamed
of our people?' Then Colonel Jaramil
lo said: "I can't do that. 1 considered
this matter for four days, but I would
like to know, how much money yon
) and who delivered
got from (
the money to you?'
"Then I stood up (witness standin;
up) and I said: You can put us out
of the house and you can put us in
the penitentiary, but you can't make
us tell something that never happened, I never received any money from
anyone, and the others said the same
thing."
In response to specific questions
from Colonel Prichard, the witness
said that he and Lucero had gone
that night to attend a caucus of the
members at. the
Spanish-America- n
but when
office of Speaker Baca,
they got there, had found tnat some
of the members were not pieesnt and
bad gone to the Palace hotel to see
if some of them were not there. He
said that Senator Holt had passed
while he was sitting in the lobby and
had spoken to him. He denied that
there had been any arrangement to
.........
nit ri m iM x .in..
and said that. Elfego Baca counted
the money out very hurriedly. In regard to the interview in Judge Fall's
room Saturday, the witness said:
"We were sitting in the bar at the
Palace hotel, between 8 and 9 o'clock,
when Elfego Baca called us up to
have a drink, He then said: "I want
to see you in my room with Judge
Fall.' He had Introduced us to Judge
Fall, who was with him. We then
went up there and he said: "My
friends, you know the treachery that
was played on me in the last election.
If it is possible that I can be elected
to the senate, I would be a great honor to our people In the halls of congress, and I believe I can be elected.'
"Then Judge Fall came in and El
'This man is your
fego Baca said:
friend,' and Judge Fall said: 'AH right
if you can at your caucus select
good man as your candidate, I be
llevo manv Americans will vote for
him,' and he mentioned the name of
Senator Holt and some others, but I
do not remember the others, but
remember he mentioned Senator Holt
for I know Senator HoM. Then Judge
Fall said: 'Will you be able to give
Then Montoya
me your support?'
said: 'I am going to help the man
who helps me,' and Judge Fall left,
and Elfego Baca followed out of the
room and we all left."
the witness
On
said that he had been at. Andrews'
house just before going to the hotel
and had walked across the street to
the hotel. He emphatically denied
having had any personal conversation
with Elfego Baca ait any time, except
on the two occasions to which he had
testified.
Solomon Luna was the first witness
called at the hearing and he told
practically the same story as other
witnesses of the proceedings at the
meeting of the executive committee,
when the trap was planned. Senator
He
IT
I!. Holt was a second witness.
alos told of the proceedings at the
executive committee meeting and said
that he had written out the resignations in his room at the sanitarium
Monday evening and had gone to the
room of Senator John S. Clark in the
Palace hotel with them, and Colonel
Jaramillo and Joe Sena had come for
them after the trap had been sprung.
Holt denied that it was a trap to catch
these men, but said the plan was arranged to discover If they were guilty and to test their honesty. He said
that the first information he received
of the charge against the men was
from Judge Fall.
Holt said that the republican members of the house and senate on Saturday afternoon, March 16, discussed
the advisability of holding a caucus
on the senatorial situation and that
he had suggested issuing a call for a
caucus to become effective only if
signed by all the republican members.
He said he had asked Judge Fall
for his stenographer to prepare the
call and it was then that he heard
of the bribe charges and that this led
to the abandonment of the attempt
to call the caucus.
H. O. Bursum was called to the
stand and said he told of having been
informed of the charge by Elfego
Baca and said that he had suggetsed
to Baca that it would be better to
trap only one of the men, but Baca
Colonel

T

n

had insisted that all four should be
implicated.
Charles Springer was not called to
the stand, as he was compelled to
leave the city on account of the death,
of a relative.
Judge Wright said1
Springer's testimony was merely cor-- !
roborative of other witnesses and
that he knew nothing of the actual
hapennings in room 44 on Monday
night.
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Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse aril
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The Joys and Trials of Life In the Country Described by Mayor Gaynor
of New York, Whc Gives His Definition of a "Meddler" "Sons of
Oneida" Country Made Character and Its Work For Good Government
In a Great City Recollections of Roscoe Conkling
Skeeterboro
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CALENDAR

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Monday

National pocket billiard championship tournament, opens in Philadelphia.

United North and South amateur
golf tournament for women opens at
Pinehurst. N. ('.
Canadian amateur fencing championships at University of Toronto
Opening of second annual automobile show at Manchester, N. H.
Opening of first annupl automobile
show at Indianapolis.
Tuesday
Mike Oibbons vs. Jack Denning, 10
rounds, at New York.
Johnnie Moran vs. Bobby Waugh,
)o rounds at Dallas, Texas.
Ernie Zanders vs. "Kid" De Mund.
10 rounds, at Janesville, Wise.
Wednesday
Opening of annual bench show of
the Chicago Kennel club.
Opening of annual horse show at
S. C.

Camden.

World's amateur rolling skating
championships begin in Milwaukee.
Eddie O'Keefe vs. Joe Coster, 10

at

New York.
Tommy Houck vs. Patsy Cline, 10
rounds, at New York.
rounds,

Thursday
Frank Moran vs. Tom Kennedy,
rounds,

10

at. New York.

Friday
birthday of "Cy" Young,
baseball
the oldest
professional
pitcher.
Johnny Frayne, vs. Frankie Burns,
20 rounds; at San Francisco.
Saturday
e
boat
Annual
race on the Thames river course,
England.
Opening of the new National league
baseball park in Cincinnati.
r
campionship running race
in the Twelfth Regiment armory,
Fonty-fit- h

Oxford-Cambridg-

One-hou-

New York.

National gymnastic championships
of the A. A. U. at. New York-Amateur boxing championships of
the New England A. A. U. at Boston.
n
dual indoor meet
at Ann Arbor.
Annual Indoor conference meet at
Cornell-Michiga-

Northwestern university.
Frank Mantell vs. Jack Herrick,
20 rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
THE TEST OF TIME
is a sure test by which to gauge the
efficacy of any remedy for human ail
ments, whether advertised of ethical
ly prescribed by a physician.
A medicine that has stood the test
of time is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
Its intrinsic merit
table Compound.
has been proven by the fact that for
lng womankind from suffering and
ing won mankind from sufering and
has constantly grown In popularity.
The demand for it today is larger
than that of any similar remedy In

the

world.

This famous remedy for female Ills
has proved to be of incalculable value
to hundreds of thousands of Ameri
can women.
You can say goodbye to constipa
tion with a clear conscience If yon
use Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all druggists.

June and delegates to the state
convention to meet m Rochester next
month to name the delegates at
large.
On the eve of the battle optimistic
forecasts of the result are emanating
from both the Taft and Roosevelt
headquarters. Both sides realize the
great importance of controlling the
New York delegation which will cast
90 votes when the
balloting begins
for the head of the republican national ticket. The Roosevelt supporters
believe that it will have a countrywide effect if they can show at tbe
primaries hene that the people want
deelgates from this state instructed
for the colonel. President Taft and
his workers understand as well the
great advantage they will have
throughout the country if they succeed in carrying New York.
Under the New York law the congressional committees of the parties
authorized by the law meet and nom
inee delegates to be voted for in the
primaries. As practically all of the
congressional committees of the re
publican party were controlled by
Taft people, the delegates nominated are Taft men.
There nre
tlons in only a few districts. Under
the law the Roosevelt men. to od- pose these delegates, were compelled
to put their men on the ballot by petition.
Statements given out today at the
headquarters of the Roosevelt committee, in the tower of the Metropo
litan Life ibuilding, were to the effect
that the Roosevelt supporters are
well satisfied with the outlook. Thev
believe that Colonel Roosevelt will
make a showing in the primaries to
morrow that will materially advance
bis candidacy in other parts of the
country. The Taft managers appear
equally sanguine. They believe that
New York republicans
undoubtedly
will give their indorsement to fhe
president. The Taft supporters are
willing to concede to Roosevelt, at
the outside, only ten votes from New
York on the first ballot. After that,
according to the Taft estimate, Mr.
Roosevelt'B representation is likely
to dwindle to two the delegates
from his own congressional district.
In

-

f

Joe Mandot's first fight in the north
will be with Leach Cross on April 2
in New York.

BOTH CLAIM NEW YORK
New York, March 25. The most
vigorous battle In tbe
campaign for the republican presidential nomination will be foughc out
in New York state tomorrow, when
republican primaries will be held for
(he sole, tiou of the distriot delegates
to the national convention at Chicago

1

livei
tresL

THE BOXERS

Frank Mantell and Russell Kane
have heen matched to box in Mary
ville, Calif., the first week in April.

Headache
Biliousness, Upset
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated Bowels by morning.

No

PAY FOR MILL WORKERS
25. The
Boston, March
general
upward movement hi the wages of
New England textile workers today
affected more than 100,000 operatives in the cotton and woolen mills
in Rhode Island, Masachueetta, Vermont, and other places In northern
New England. The advance which
became operative this morning in the
section named ranges from 5 to 15
per cent. Fully 276,000 operatives
will share in the raise by April l If
all the mills which hive not yet
joined in the wage movement follow
the lead of larger concerns. Accord
lng to authoritative estimates, wage
more than
Increases
aggregating
$10,000,000 will go Into the pockets
of the textile workers dur ng he
next 12 months. On the basis of an
annual payroll of $79,000,000 In the
woolen bills the Increase there will
amount to $5,600,000, while cotton
mill operatives will receive an ad
vance of $5,000,000.
MORE

of the Sons
of Oneida in New York city,
of which organization he is
president, Mayor William J.
Gaynor talked feelingly of his boyhood
days on the furm where he was born,
at a "place" he declined to dignify It
by speaking of it as a village called
"Skeeterboro," eleven miles from Uti

and we cradled, we sawed saw logs
In the winter, we split rails with
wedges and mauls and mallets, and
some of the fences that I built are
there yet, although there is not a single man living there who saw those
rails split or the fences built.
"We lived among good people, all
good and Industrious and frugal, and
what character the sons of Oneida
have here In New York city we brought
with us from Oneida county. We
learned in the school of experience,
and now we are working down here at
divers things. I am sure 1 am entirely
content with the work I have done
here. I have never aspired to this or
to that. I worked at the bar, I worked
afterward at the bench, and now I
am doing a different kind of work.
Yet it is not so different, after all, and
while some people are kind enough to
say that 1 am doing something in the
office something in the way of good
SKKJtTKKBORO SCHOOL, ATTF.NIiEI) Bt THE
M Volt WHEN A BOY.
government, something in the way of
lifting government up and making It
ca. fie also entertained tbem with
decent I have only to
description of the district school, "a respectableI and
am doing nothing except
little board schoolhotise as innocent of say that
paint now as It was then." which he
and some of bis hearers attended.
"It was a hard place," be said, "it
was a hard school. We worked hard,
mid we ate little, and we did not :il
ways have enough to cat either The
recollections of those days will always
abide with nie, not only thp hardships
of them, hut the joys of them too the
joy of living and the joy of working
and the knowledge of the great men
who lived there. My father was the
friend and great admirer for many
years of Roscoe Conkling. I shall never forget the first time I saw him
went to Utica with my father-- it was
a great event in my life to visit Utica
and we went to the courthouse,
where Conkling was pleading a suit
against the New York Central railroad.
He was the picture of beautiful young
Photo
by American Press Association.
manhood, for he was then approaching
UATOK OATNOR AT HIS DESK.
1
middle life the handsomest man
thought then and I think tonight made what I have been doing continuously
by the Almighty since he made Adam. for over thirty years. I came to Brook"It was beautiful to look at. him and lyn as a boy and at once began to
hear him speak and see the poise of meddle, they said. In other people's
his body and the grace of his manner business because I interfered now and
A

1

mn

C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St, Rochester, N. Y-- , has recovered from a
long and severe attack of kidney trouble, his cure being due to Foley Kidney Pills. After detailing his case,
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
In a few days' time my backache
completely left me and I felt greatly
improved. My kidneys became strong
er, dizzy spells left me and I was
no longer annoyed at night I feel
100 per cent better since using Foley
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
Very much talked but very little in
avidence except In case of high prices.
Yet in spite of the fact we have succeeded in getting an excellent line of
ill leather shoes tor boys that Is
great In value for a little money.
to 2, $1.25;
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13
IVt to
$1.60. For misses and chll.
iren at same pricos.
HEDGCOCKS

5,

WIRELESS COMPANIES IN SUIT.
New York, March 25. Cuglielmo
Marconi, the Inventor of wireless tele
graphy, appeared in the federal court
here today when the suit brought by
the Marconi company against the
United Wireless com any because of
its alleged infringements of the Marconi patents was called.
LENT IS NEARLY OVER
Whether you gave up sweetmeats
during the penitential season or not
you wil be glad, on Easter Sunday to
satlfy your tatste with Potters' famous confections. Candles appro
priate to the season are in stock in
large asortment. You can find any
kind of Easter novelty. The best of
it all Is that they are pure as well as
delicious. The assortment of candy
Easter eggs will delight tbe kiddles.
DO YOU KNOW WHY
The Lobby Is such a popular meeting place for men? Tbe answer Is
easy. It handles tbe beat Wines and
liquors for sale In Las Vegas and is
in a convenient location, on the corner
opposite the Santa Fe station, A big
line of the best cigars In always in
stock. Lauoach & Benjamin, proprietors.

Children are much more likely to
contract the contagious diseases when
they have colda Whooping cough,
diphtheria, scarlet fever and con?"mi
tlon are diseases that are often contracted when the child has a cole.
That Is why all medical author! tie
say beware of colds. Tot the quick
cure of colds you will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Cough tm
edy. It can always be depended upon and Is pleasant and safe to tk
For sale by all ruggfsts.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the Distriot Count, County

of

San Miguel, March 21, 1912.

Gustave Benter
vs.
Rose Benter.

.

Ne. 7391.
j

The said defendant. Rose Benter Is
hereby notified that a suit in Divorce
has been commenced against you hi
the District Court for the County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, by
said plaintiff, Gustave Benter, wherein he prays that the bonds of matrimony existing between plaintiff and
defendant may be set aside and thaf
he be granted an aboslute divorce
from the said defendant; that the
personal property and real estate bet
decreed by the court to be the sole
and Individual property of plaintiff,
the same being 9 horses, 7 head of
cattle, furniture farm wagons and
machinery and 282.8 acres of land on
the road to Watrous, in San Migua
County, New Mexico, and for sueh
other and further relief, etc , tnat
unless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance In said suit on
or before tbe 20th day of May, A. D.
therein
1912, decree Pro Confesso
will be rendered against you.
Chas. W. G. Ward, Esq., Las Vegas,
N. M., Attorney for Plaintiff.
.

LORENZO DELGADO,

PURE STIMULANTS
Clerk.
Should be a part of the equipment
of every properly
stocked home.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Our stock of whiskies is pure and is
In
the Distriot Court, County of
unequaled for medicinal purposes.
It is particularly suited for family San Miguel, March 21. 1912.
use. We carry a full line of excellent Joes Olguin
vs.
No. 7342.
wines. Home trade a specialty. The
Mazan
Sencion
de
Olguin.
Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
The said defendant, Sencion Mazan
R. Q. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat, de Olguin is hereby notified that a
N. J., was troubled with a severe la suit in Divorce has been commenced
grippe cough. He says: "I would against you In the Distriot Court for
be completely exhausted after each the
County of San Miguel, State of
fit of violent coughing. I bought a
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com- New Mexico, by said plaintiff, Jose
pound and before I had taken It all Olguin, wherein plaintiff prays that
the coughing spells had entirely ceas- the bonds of matrimony existing beed. It can't be beat' O. O. Schae-fe- r tween
aw
..
H
BLHSIKvttjiaHmMgigMBjQf'ajE.
r
plaintiff and defendant be dissft '.xsflk
and Red Cross Drug Co.
solved and set aside and that be be
FOR HOME EMBROIDERY
granted an absolute divorce from the
Use Rels' Foundation Washable Let said defendant on the grounds of
ters, which are first basted to the abandonment and deesrtion and for
linen. As they are not papier mache, such otner and further relief, etc,
they will, when neatly embroidered, that unless you enter or cause to be
and the beauty of his rhetoric. He then with people in office who were withstand washing, boiling and iron entered your appearance in said suit
on or before the 20th day of May
was one of the most eloquent men I doing wrong and spoliating tbe public ing at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
A. D. 1918, decree Pro Confesso therehave ever listened to, and with it he treasury. I have kept that up ever
If yon want to get the want you in will be rendeerd against you.
had a profound Intellect.
since, with the only difference that I
"We had a hard struggle up there am now in a position to do it more ef- want to get, yon want to get your
Chas. W. 0. Ward, Esq., Las Vegas,
in the country, but It did us no harm. fectively And in that sense of being want In a want getter. The Optic N. M.,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
We worked hard all the year around. a meddler I expect to continue to med- want yon to
want yon want
the
LORENZO DELGADO,
get
I
as
as
dle
live."
we
mowed
We planted and we reaped,
long
to get Try tbe ' Want Ada" and aee.
Clark.

r
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jajaptii to Chicago so far elected
six have been instructed for Mr. Taft.
Iowa has a favorite son candidate in
ESTABLISHED tS7.
the person of Senator Albert j. Cummins, but even local pride has been
Published By
nppanled to in vain in his behalf, and
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
TH
it seems doubtful whether he will se
WEDNESDAY MARCH
(Incorporated)
cure the support of half of Iowa's 26
TJf We delegates to the
EDITOR delegates.
M. M. PADGETT
MADAME SHERRY CO. (INC.)
state convention chosen up to a .recent date 385 were for Taft, 198 for
Present the World's Greatest Musical Comedy
THIRD DISTRICT WILL ENDEAVOR
Cummins tSSuZIS TSr Roosevelt.
Offering
TO HASTEN CONSUMMAThose who think that there is a
Entered at the pogtofflce at Eaat
of
Taft
for
sir.
defeating
OF
CASES.
probability
TION
transmisLas Vegas, New Mexico, for
renominatlon
ought to study the
sion through the United States malls course of events in the
Insurgent
E. L.
Las Cruises, Marcu 25.
M second class matter.
states which have been depended Medler, of the third districtJudge
court has
upon to furnish the nucleus of the decided to lessen the number of hung
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
vote against him.
Dally, by Carrier:
juries in his district, and will insist-tha- t
o
05
as far as possible, cases one
Per Copy
15
tried In his courts will be complete-- !
One Week
85
without miscarriage of justice.
One Month
50
7
Tear
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
One
Every year the counties of the state
And the Happiest Coterie of Associates Ever Assembled
are put to no end of unnecessary
THE LEGISLATURE
Daily by Mall
costs by the failures of juries to agree.
One Tear
Including Oscar Figman, Flo Irwin, Marie Flynn, Lillian
3 00
Six Months
Justice is often thwarted by one or
Tucker,
Virginia Foltz, Franklin Farnum, Wm. Cameron,
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 20. The two men on a jury who refuse to lisand others of note.
David
Lithgoe
railroads were the targets at which ten to reason or succumb to arguWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
three of the four bills introduced in ment, and cause the disagreement aud
GROWER
house fefeturday were aimed. Rep- discharge of juries to the detnn.ent
the
One Year
Own.'
LW resentative Carter introduced an em- often of the community.
Six Months
"Every Little Movement Has a Meaning All
statis
it
which
bill,
liability
ployers'
Massive Production.
Judge Medler has determined That
Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip- ed will stand the scrutiny of the su- an Otero county jury will return a
$2.00
PRICES ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR
tions)
preme court and is entirely constitu- verdict In the case of the State vs
Remit by draft, check or money tional. It makes the railroads respon Holoway, and has given the mry in1.50
RESERVED BALCONY
order. If sent otherwise we will not sible for the Injury of employes and structions which hold them for a few
1.00
l e responsible for loss.
GALLERY
contains the "fellow servant" clause. days. Holloway is the Tularosa bank
Specimen copies free on
Both the senate and bouse held ex- wrecker, and was convicted on one
tremely brief sessions and adjourned charge. When it came to a trial on
over until Monday morning, the sen- another charge, a jury was secured
AIA PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT ate contenting itself with the passage, from a
special venire, and in less
isib'riVof the rules, of
THR EXPIRATION OP TIME
than two hours the jury was complet
PAID FOR. two joint memorials.
ed and the trial of the case begun.
One of the memor.ms has reference The case went on without incident
Advertisers are guaranteed the to the bill passed by congress Februthe evidence was all teard, the argu
largest daily and weekly circulation ary 5, 1912, regarding three-yea- r
ments of the counsel delivered, and
of any newspaper in Northwestern homesteads and it
introduced by the case went to the
jury Friday.
Now Mexico.
Senator Mabry. The other, introducAs is very often the case in New
ed by Senator Clark, was to encour- Mexico, the jury after a few hours
MONDAY, MARCH 25, 1912.
age an lnsttiution of agriculture and Informed the court that they were
economic arts.
unable to reach a verdict and asked
The house had a gooct time getting to be discharged. The court, how
back at the senate for altering the ever, daiiverea anaitionai insxrucuoua
11
No. 10, which
verbiage of house b
to the jury and notified them that
swear
to
falsely be
a
it
makes
felony
they would be expected to return
fore a committee of the legislature. some sort of verdict. One juror begThe members ot the house proceeded ged off and gave the judge the exAND
to pick to pieces the language approv- planation that he had a cow which
$3.90
ed by the senate, and before they had must be milked, or she would go dry.
CASH
finished, had stricken out "for" and This sort of an excuse has been re
mmauUkR retail, valum. ia.oo
"being" in the bill. After considerable garded as perfectly legitimate and of
,
and oar
We purchased several carload of this beautiful
manufacturer to Rive us an exclusive design
debate it was also decided that the sufficient weight in the past to dislarce purchase enabled the
low prloe. We are charging part of the cost to 'advertising
and
very
ask yon to pay a percentage of the actual eoa ot the
final clause in the bill should read: miss a Jury in New Mexico courts,
expense."Is and onlj
REPUBLICAN CITY TICKET.
of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
set. It
114 in any retail china store. It Is guaranteed
by both
apand
for
leas
than
Its
after
and
quality
passage
"From
For Mayor
but Judge Medler merley instructed
and ourselves.
the manufacturer
ua five
There Is a coupon In every saca otorLARABEB'S Flour. Send
we will
DANIEL T. HOSKINS
and
proval," the words, "and approval," the sheriff to nee that the man's cow
express money
order,
draft, postal
coupons and S3.no In cash,
and resets
Address
beautiful
coupons
eenS
one
of
these
by
freight.
yon
senate
version.
to
the
helna added
ot the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
For Clerk
was attended to, and instructed the
mittance to The China Department
Be aure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.LA"BABEE
With these changes, the bill was pass- iury to return for further delibera
S Flour are also good for RogenP Bllverwarw
The coupons in
..CHAKUOS TAMME
Ask for descriptive circular.
valuable
and
other
premiums.
of
rules
the
ed under a suspension
For Treasurer
tion. "But, your honor," protested a
is that "Mighty-Good- "
know,
EMPRESS,
senate.
to
y6u
the
back
sent
and
EDWARD .1. McWENIE
second iuror. "I have a cow which
-MILLED
Flour
makes Baking a Delight
that
The House.
For Aldermen
must be milked, too."
CarBill No. 23, by Representative
FOR
"Mr.
First Ward HUGH QUIOLEY
Sheriff," commanded the
SALE
ter, an act relating to the liability of judge, "milk that man's ccw, tot
Second Ward O. M. WARD
BY
railroads for injuries sustained by em- This jury must reach a verdW '
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
Third Ward HARRY W. KELLY
in the performance of
while
SIMON
BACHARAOH
ployes
Ward
a
was
to
reath
The jury
unable
Fourth
their duties. Referred to committee verdict Friday night, and the sheriff April, and there are ample luuiia in ty commissioners, mayors of cities
on railroads.
made them comfortable, provided he;lp the treasury to conduct a full term. and towns, presidents of commercial
THKJANTl-TAF- T
Bill No. 24, by Representative Skid- - and
If the desires of judge aledler are organizations, local improvement so
good meals, took them on' lor
more. Referred to commit iee on
exercise, and kept them carofiMv iso- followed the terms of court in the cieties and automobile clubs, are inlated. Saturday rendered no result, counties of ihi& district will he chang- vited to send five delegates each. A1
moveThe collapse of the anti-Taf- t
Bill No. 25, by Representative Mul and
Judge Medler informed the sher- ed slightly, to make the times more Interested in the improvement of pubment in the
insurgent states lens, (by request), to amend Section
he would 'eave Alamogordo convenient for the residents of the lic highways are cordially invited.
iff
that
$s a sign of. the times which no one, 4122 of the Compiled Laws of 1907.
An interesting program will be preon other court busi- various comunties.
Representative
Cruces
for
Las
can misinterpret, says the New York Referred to committee on judiciary.
of
a number of well known good
the
the
at
has
March
sented;
would
Llewellyn
and
return
request
he
ness
that
Tribune. If Insurgency has ueen put
No 26, by Representative
Bill
Xo. 6, provid- roads advocates will make addresses,
H.
b.
introduced
in
28.
judge,
That
the
be
should
kept
jury
on the defensive in Kansas and Iowa
the reconsign- Toombs, authorizing
for the terms ot court for the and a general discussion of the subwhat hope for it can there be In the ment. without charge, of goods confinement and isolated until that ing
third
a
ject will take place; followed by recreached
was
judicial district, as follows:
verdict
rest of the country? Governor Stubbs shipped to one point to a new destina time, unless
'
ommendations to the legislature to
of Courts.
Terms
was
reacha
case
In
sooner.
verdict
iias recently spent a good deal of tion and treatment as original ship
he presented sufficiently early to se
AlamoSpi ing.
'.me in the east telling people that monto Referred to committee on ed, the judge would return to
cfff6 favorable action.
Ana
3rd
Dona
was
Monday,
February,
it.
sheriff
receive
The
gordo and
Kansas was overwhelmingly against railroads.
All those making appointments are
three weeks.
neces
to
county,
look
Instructed
after
every
tne president
When he got back
The Senate.
Lincoln
2d
county,
requested to send lists of delegates to
Monday, March,
slty of the jurors, and attend to all
home he found that the stata was
Pu
Following memorials were introduc- their comforts, but to
John L. Zimmerman, secretary, Santwo
weeks.
isothem
keep
a tout to repudiate him as a prophet ed
mecand passed under suspension of lated. Some time after the
Torrance coun- ta Fe.
4th
March,
Monday,
jurors
ana he immediately raised the cry the rules :
L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
retired a request was sent to the ty, two weks.
ili;t the 200,000 republican voters
Senate Joint Memorial No. 1, by
President
2nd
Otero
county,
Monday,
for
Apil!,
cards
which
with
playing
were being terorlzed by a couple ot Senator Mabry, referring to United udge
L. ZIMMERMAN, Secretary.
JOHN
two
weeks.
the
to
of
relieve
the
monotony
jury
Mr States Bill 3367, passed February 5,
hundred federal officeholders.
State papers are requested to pubFall.
room.
"Otero county does not proStubbs has been twice elected gover 1912, regarding
Tnree-yea- r
Homelish
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amusement
vide
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the
for
jury,"
nor and the state administration Is in- steads.
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the
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court,
surgent from top to bottom. The parSenate Joint Memorlail No. 2, by
3rd Monday, September, Torrance
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
ty machinery was put In the hands Senator Clark, to encourage institu- pects the jury to deliberate upon the
two weeks.
vermatter
before
to
county,
return
a
and
Kansas City, March 25. Cattle
it,
of the governor and his friends by the tion of agriculture and economic arts.
1st Monday, October, Lincoln coun- Receipts 8,000;
dict In accordance with the facts as
including 10,000
primary elections of 1910. Yet at
set
ty, two weeks.
forth
trial."
the
southerns.
Market
steady. Native
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state
of
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Thursday's meeting
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steers
Medler has accepted few ex
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mittee 45 of the 60 members present
LIST.
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terms
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far,
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a
and
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jurymen
TafTs
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week ending March 23, 1912.
valid reason they are invariably court for Dona Ana county just before ers $3.257.00; stockers and feeders
If Kansas had been as eager in its
E. V. Biswell, H. c. Brown, Carl
into jury service. One not- the spring planting season, and will J4.756.75; bulls $4.005.75; calves
drafted
support of either Senator LaFollette Campbell, Cute Franco, Sr., Miss The-ricable exception is related from the cause less inconvenience to the peo- $5.008.25; western steers $5.50
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market
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$6.00 7.75; fed wethers and yearand I must get home tonight to look
opposRIon to Prenident Tail's renomi Roibal, Carlos Rubio, Charley Smith.
ROADS MEETING.
them."
GOOD
lings
$4.506.50; fed ewes $3.00
after
natlon. They realise that the repubLetter and poet ard held for post
ot the 6.75.
session
"I
the
last
court.
have
the
Whereas
said
"Excused,"
lican party must rest its case in the age:
been looking after one for three New Mexico Good Roads association,
Mr. W. H. Miner, V. P. Torch Press
approaching presidential campaign on
weeks
EA8TER IS COMING.
adjuorned to hold Its next meeting
past, myself.
the record of the present administra- Pub. Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Mr.
Medler has been making an during the succeeding session of the
is a good time for ladies to
Lent
Judge
tion, and that talk of swapping
Thos. Vandecer, Hightstown, N. J.
of said associa- reflect on what kind of .. hat they
a
Tort this late day is either When calling for the above letters excellent record in his courts in term legislature,Good meeting
Roads congress Is here-"B- are going to get for Raster. Remem
The
tion
and
rance
and
counties.
Otero
pleasantry or folly. However it may please ask for "advertised letters."
called to meet at Santa Fe on the ber Mrs. Frank 8trass Is arranging for
just closed in Otero has cleared up a
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
wring the governor's heart, the vote
docher spring opening, at which will he
of
cases
from
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third
number
day of April, 1812.
large
of Kansas will be cast in the next
of representation is as displayed all the latest shapes and
basis
The
and
the
small
a
at
expense,
ket
very
acrepublican national convention in
models in the season's millinery. The
court funds of each county are am- follows:
SUGAR COMES DOWN
cordance with a common sense view
30 dele- wonderful millinery display will he an
to
busiappoint
of
The
all
governor
transacation
the
All
25.
for
New York, March
grade3 ple
of republican policy.
event of Importance. Mrs. Frank
10 ness. Dona Ana
county court will gate at large.
The same situation has developed pf refined sugar were reduced
coun- - Strass, milliner. Douglas avenue.
boards
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all
of
chairmen
The
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time
commence (at the regular
in Iowa, where of the eight district cents a huhdfed pounds today.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
dinner-ware-

BLACKFACE

SKETCH

COMEDY

8PEGIAL SGENERY
SINGING, DANCING,

PANT0M1NE

EVERY MINUTE A LAUGH

Usual Programme of Pictures
ADMISSION - lO CENTS
$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

GERMAN-

GROCERS
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OVERLAND MODEL 59
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main

I j Machine

Co.

VVhalen, & Fowler

344.
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When Mother Selects
Your Coat
she's more sensible than many women
who are buying for themselves.
For she
wants, not only the correct style, but a
garment that will wear well something

to which she can look back and say: ' 'Well,
that coat I bought for you a year ago last
Spring was certainly ope of the best values
I ever saw."
And that's the kind of coats we have
for you.
Take, for instance, this moderate-pricelittle coat, made from blue golf twill. It's
pretty and wears well. Collar, reveres
and cuffs are of red cloth, and there are
inserts of red, finished buttons, which also
trim the lapels.
as you
see, and costs but

a

-l

n,

d

Double-breaste-

d,

4.BO to W.OO

B

y

1P

The

Store of Quality"

E.LasVegas.

n.m:

LAS VEUA

i

COLLEGE LADDIES

PERSONALS

Tbreserjptioni

MADE

Attorney W. J. Lucas left this afternoon on a short business trip to
Santa Fe.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Goke left
this afternoon for California, on their
honeymoon.
District Attorney C. W. O. Ward
went to Santa Fe this afternoon on
train No. 1.
George A. C. Campfield of Albuquerque arrived laet night from the
Duke City on business.
William Cometock left this after- inoon for Newton, Kan. Mr. Cometock
came in trom Kansas Saturday night.
Santa Fe Division Superintendent
F. L. Myere went to Santa Fe thlj
afternoon in his private car on train

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
audh why the man
on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

BIG

HIT
BELOIT GLEE CLUB IS COMPOSED
OF CLASSY BOYS WITH CLASSY VOICES

rivi
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The BeloU club has
Beloit College.
the distinction of having played to
one of the largest audiences ever in
the Duncan opera house. Every re- served seat was engaged long before
The gallery was
the performance.
crowded and it was necesary to place
chairs in all available space to accommodate the crowd.
The club left yetserday afternoon
for Albuquerque where it will play
tonight. From the Duke City it will
continue to the coast, playing at Win-sloPreecott, Needles and Barstow.
The Santa Fe employes and citizens
of Las Vegas must thank S. E. Busser
superintendent of the reading rooms,
for sending the Reloit clubs to the
Veadow City.
The program of the entertainment
is as follows:
"Comine Sal van Fac"
Glee Club
Soldiers Chorus
Glee Club
S. Patrol
Mandolin
Vocal Solo
Clifford Pearsall
Piano Solo
Dwight Hoy
Mandolin
Quartette Warner,
Pellett and Rosenthal.
Southern Medley
Glee Club
Mandolin Club
Popular Medley
Vaudeville
"For He Was Very Kind to Me"
Alfred Lent
"Its Bruk"
Alfred Lent
Scottish Song
Alfred Lent
John Hamilton
bandolero, solo
"Romeo and Juliet"
Williams and Saxby
"How Do You Do Miss Marguerite"
R. E. Haylett
"'
Care". Haylett and Pearsall

WOODMEN ATTEND

your OPTICAL worth
done at home'you sare time,
When

THE THATCHER

annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We make a study ofyoui comfort.

FUNERAL
IMPRESSIVE

II your glasses annoy you call on

CEREMONIES
AT

THE GRAVE

FRATERNAL

BY

TAUPERT

ORDER

Playing before a crowded house
At 2 30 o'clock yesterday afternoon
the mandolin and glee clubs of Beloit
the
funeral of Norman J. Thatcher
College of Beloit, Wisconsin, travellnj:
occurred from the chapel of the Las
on the Santa Fe reading room enterVegas Undertaking company.
tainment circuit, gave one of the
Quite
605 DOUGLAS AVE.
number of friends gathered to pay
classiest concerts ever witnessed by a
their
last
respects. There were floral
The musical
Laa Vegas audienoe.
offerings of pleasing design, amornr
clubs numbered 36 members every
others from Miss M. Reed, Mrs. Lys
one of whom was an artist in his line,
No. 1.
ter and the Woodmen.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
The casket
S. B. Rohrer, one of the principal and from the opening chorus to the
bore a plain floral cross.
entertainment!
Beloit
the
College
yell,
See DR. HOUF
owners of the Tojeka Mica mine at
The Modern Woodmen of America
I'bnue Main
RJbera arrived last night from Tope-ka- , was thoroughly enjoyed by the autook charge of the funeral and par
dience at the opera house Saturday
Kan.
III
IWHi I In I !
aded from their hall to the chapel,
night.
m
W. C. Bentley1, who has been
Graduate Oculist
arriving there at 2:30 p, m. The
The program rendered by the colLas Vegas visiting J. M. Bentley, left
AND
woodmen held a short brvice at the
this afternoon for his home in Wood- lege boys was a good one and there
the
In
number
chapel,
attendance
Optician
was something doing every minute.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmr
nam
bury, Ore.
there showing the devotion they hold
had
club
All
in
the
of
the
glee
boys
from
J.
in
came
Purcell
itesterday
THE LATEST IN
one for another. The service as read
Mr. Purcell excellent voices and the mandolin
his home in Oklahoma.
My Work is Guaranteed
from the ritual by C. Clay, the ven
players were artists on the stringed
My Prices Reasonable.
erable
SUMMER was formerly a Santa Fe conductor Instruments.
C.
consul, and
Stewart, the
Both organizations show- and resided in Las Vegas.
worthy adviser of the local camp, is
Mr. and Mrs. T. I., Goff were in ed fine training.
beautiful in Its simplicity. The mean
OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE.
In addition to the program of the
Las Vegas yesterday and today .rom
of ti t Aords has an amplitude
ing
Mr. Goff is two musical clubs several vaudeville
their home in Lamy.
that tor i one to think of them and
numbers were staged by talented
Santa Fe station agent.
under- - and their teachtnsr Thia itnh.
members of the troupe, all of which'
H. C. Smith left yesterday aft.-nooing i' excellent In every way, servnnn tha hAflric a nnml-o-l nt tha All. Medley
on a short business trip in :1k
t. remind us that our life here
ing
Mandolin
and
Glee
Club
dlence. The opening number of the
northern part of the Btate in the
SILK FOULARDS,
is
of
but short moment and that we
concert was a Iatin osng by the glee "Raise a Song"
of Gross Kelly & Company.
should take every opportunity to treat
Mandolin
and
Club
Glee
an encore to which was the "SolSILK AND COTTON TISSUES,
Miss Marian Nohr was In Las Veg- club,
The club was managed by William our neighbors in a fraternal and kind
Chorus." These numbers were
diers
as yesterday from her home in
Robert Pearsall was leader ly way, to be considerate of them ir
ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
followed by a selection by the man- Crosby.
Miss Nohr is the daughter of
of
the
club, Frederick Warner of respective of religious creed or poli
glee
A
vocal solo by Clifford
dolin club.
of
the
tical affiliations.
William
Nohr,
proprietor
POPLINS, MADRAS,
Pearasll came next. Mr. Pearsall the mandolin club and James Sleeper
Watrous hotel.
The cortege left the chapel at 2:45
director.
of
The
faculty
personnel
sang with clear, rich tones and his
PERCALES,
o'clock
Severino Martinez came in yestfi;-dathe
is:
company
proceeding to the Church of
In
entertainment
the evening's
part
A representative of one of the largest Human Hair manfrom his home at the Black Lakes was a treat to the lovers of vocal
a
S. C. Hulbert, Phoenix Williams, W. the Immaoulte Conception where
BATISTE AND LAWNS,
short
on business. Mr. Martinez was canwas
service
held
of New York City will place on sale
ufacturers
F.VD.
R.
Father
by
MurJ.
Nethercoit,
E.
music. Dwight Hoy, the accompanist
Pellet,
didate for land commissioner on the of the two musical organizations, phy, H. J. Rosenthal, M. F. Rogers, Rabeyrolle. This service was largely
Also Complete Line in Ready-To-Weattended and the church comfortably
democratic state ticket.
played two piano solos both of which Wilbur Roadhouse, F. R. Warner, H. filled
Goods, Silk and Net
Dr. Frank Ballard of Los Angeloa were encored
by Woodmen
and those who
E.
G.
J.
T.
J.
audience.
Wolcott,
SleepMitchie,
the
by
had known Mr. Thatcher in private
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
who has been in Las Vegas several
The mandolin quarette, composed of er, C. R. King, L. E. Aldrich, J. M.
A LARGE LINE OF
days visiting his cousin, Mrs. Williau Messrs. Warner, Pellet, Roadhouse, McClellan, G. A. Wallace, A. W. Ford, and commercial life.
The
master
afternoon
of ceremonies at the
and Rosenthal, with a little comedy on E. H. Monson, S. E. Kent, L. H. Rlggs,
Come in and Look at our New Shillinglaw, Mt yesterday
R. E, Haylett, C. W. Browne, P. H. cemetery for the Woodmen was H.
for Santa Fe.
enmost
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, PUFFS AND HAIR GOODS
one
of
afforded
the
the
side,
Goods Whether you buy or not.
R. 8. Williams, C. L. Sax- L. Cutler. The pallbearers were all
manager of
James D. Davidson,
joyable numbers on the program. Macumiber,
Modern Woodmen, being Messrs. H.
Finnigan and Brown of Albuquerque, These four won the hearts of their by, I. H. Krengel, R. E. Pearsall, C.
These goods will be sold at about ONE-HAL- F
the
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
came in Saturday night from the Duke listeners and were forced ito return J. Pearasll, L. W. Ballard, A. D. Hoy, Haskell, Ben Lewis, F. J. Gehring,
usual price.
Will be on exhibition and for sale at
City and was in Las Vegac yesterday several times. A medley of southern J. J. Martin, F. W. Hamilton, J. A. Heider, Carman and Crawford.
Main 104.
Arriving at the cemetery gate a
C
and today on business.
and patriotic airs by the glee club Miller, E. L. Mussetter, Henry
procession was formed, headed by the
C. J. Dawe, representing the C. S. won a round of applause and the na- Nihols and W. R. Crosby.
master of ceremonies, then the ven
Merchandise
Company of tional air brought the audience to its
Morey
erable consul carrying a basket of
Denver. Colo., is in Las Vegas. feet. The medley of popular airs by
Mr. Dawe Is accompanied by nis wife the mandolin club contained hits from ARKANSAS ROOSEVELT WORKERS flowers and attended by the watchLittle Rock, Ark., March 25. Roose man and sentry, carrying evergreens.
on this trip through the southwest.
many of the late light operas.
Next the worthy adviser, attended toy
velt
I W. A. Douglas, representative of the The vaudeville section of the con of supporters among the republicans the
clerk and banker carrying tools
Arkansas
met
in
came
yesr
conference
here
Woolen
Mills,
National
jn
cert brought several talented actors
allegorical to woodcraft reversed in
Trini- to
to
in
a
form
leastate
Roosevelt
his
today
from
Alfred
whom
was
headquarters
the
best
of
tierday
light
dad. Mr. Douglas will in all probab- Lent.
In his first number he ap- gue. The organization will work to respect for the dead. Then came the
Las
Every Lady in Las Vegas specially invited to see these dnork
in
permanently.
locate
sa widow and in Scottish have the primary system adopted in neighbors, two by two.
Vegas
a
ility
peared
At the grave the service was sim
of
SHORT ORDERS
J. C. Brown, traveling auditor
for the selection of the
whether
brogue sang "He Was Very Kind to Arkansas
you buy or not.
house system, came in Me." He next appeared as a Scottish delegates to the Chicago convention. ple and in part extremely touching.
and
I the Harvey
As
the
consul
consigned the remains
No. 10 from school lad and sang a selection, the It Is feared that under the convenREGULAR DINNERS
$ this afternoon on train
to the grave with well chosen
words,
the south and will be in Las Vegas name for which "Its Bruck," seems tion plan the
element in
accordance with the ritual, the
the remainder ot' this week on busi- appropriate. His last number was a would have small chance of electing
1 HEFNER & BARNES,
Props,
ness.
Scottish song and dance a la Harry the delegates,as the state republican master of ceremonies cast earth into
the grave calling to
William Haydon, son of Mr. and Lauder.
organization is in control of the Taft our ultimate return to remembrance
nature. After
"Romeo and Juliet" by
Mrs. W. G. Haydon, left this after
Williams men.
"Nearer
God
to
Thee"
my
will
had been EVERYBODY
he
where
noon for Shoemaker
and Saxby was another of the vaudeREADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
70 HANG MURDERER.
sung by the asembled Woodmen, the
visit Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten. villian stunts. "Bandolero' was renconsul adjured them not to mourn
Maryville, Mo., March 25. ArrangeBill" Haydon will return to Las dered by John Hamilton in a rich
ANNUAL STATEMENT
the departure of a neighbor but rather
ments have been made for the execuon
horseback.
bass
voice.
E.
R.
for year ending Dec. 31, 1911 of
Vegas
Haylett taking part
think
of him as having assumed Imtion in the county jail tomorrow of
Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos, accompan of a fair
d
sang: "How Do Yon Do Liverpool & London & Globe Ins, Co.,
He then scattered flowers ter a final exhortation to do
Hez Rasco, convicted of the murder ied
mortality.
and
editorial
W.
Creel,
Marguerite?" and with Clifford Pearby George
their duty case they had fulfilled the duly, the
Represented by John S. Clark.
into the grave, emphasizing to those as
of the Hubbtll family. The crime was special writer for the Rocky Moun sall sang "I Don't Care."
Assts
neighbors, the Woodmen's honors observance of which had
$13,793,705
brought
present that we should ever keep the were given as a token of
committed Nov. 20, ?910. Oda Hub-bel- tain News, of Denver, who came in
With the lights turned off and pock- Liabilities
,
for about their being, as an illustration.
9,302,532
remembrance of those who have gone the dead member and his respect
a farmer.and his wife and two Saturday afternoon from the north, et flashes in the hands of the
loved
ones
Summed up the ceremonies taught
college
from us green and fragrant in our living.
children were shot and killed at their left that evening for Santa Fe.
The last goodbye was then those
$ 4,491,173
boys the two clubs gave a medley. Surplus
present a lesson, irrespective
memory.
Then, as emblems of re- said to the departed member and the
home near the village of Barnard, the
William J. Mills, a This was followed by "Raise a Song'
of the beauty of the words and acthe
membrance,
neighbors each
Woodmen left the cemetery with the
murderer afterward setting fire to the prominent candidate for the United by (the two clubs and "the cheer of
Read The Optic.
tions, which is to do unto others, notevergreen and flowers into the sorrow that another had
house to conceal the crime. Suspic- States senate, came in Saturday night
gone from withstanding their creed, station In
grave
signifying their Intention in their midst to the realms
ion pointed to Hez Rasco, a neighbor from Santa Fe to spend Sunday with
beyond and life or politics, as you would he done
keeping the departed, in memory. Af- - conscious of the fact that In one
and former convict, and he was
his family. He returned to the Cap!
more by.
and convicted of the quad- tal City yesterday on train No. 1.
Ed Sanford, Fred Nollette, Charles
ruple slaying. A poker game in which
Rasco lost heavily and Hubbell won Minium and Artlrur Minium, made up
is believed to have furnished the mo- a party of duck hunters yesterday for
24
tive for the crime
Gapital Paid in
Kroenig lakes. All returned with well
Surplus
their
filled game hags and today
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
friends enjoyed duck dinners.
many
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
W. S. Jenny, vice president of the
ss.
Lucas County,
D.
L. W. railroad, passed through Las
Frank J. Cheney
makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm Vesras this afternoon In his private
af F. .1. Cheney & Co.. doing business car on train No. 1 en route from the
&)
C
J. M. CUNNINOHAH. P,M..
in the City of TolC'ln. bounty and
!
east to Los Angeles. Mr. Jenny was
s HRANK SPR1KOER,
K C Baking Powder works
N
V9 D T. HOSKINS. Cashier.
State aforesaid, and that said firm
and
family.
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED accompanied 'by his wife
like
magic. Recipes formerly
D. T. Hoskins, Dr. J. M. CunningDOLLARS for each ami f.very case of
considered diincuit to bake
Catarrh that catinoi he ured by the ham, W. G. Hayden, William Springuse of HALL'S CM"' ' P 71' ( 1RE
now come out of the oven
er and Mr. Priestmeyer drove today
FRANK J. CHENEY.
maINTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
s
in
to
Porvenlr
El
Springer
light,
dainty and delilr.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
cious. It fairly makes
in my presence, this 6th day of De- chine. The trip wW made for the
cember, A. D. 1886.
purpose of looking at El Porvenir
you hungry to look at
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
mine and viewing the beautiful scen-eTPublic.
Notary
between Las Vegas and the famHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interresort.
ous
mountain
the
nally and acts directly upon
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
ARCHITECTURAL
SHOW IN N. Y.
BAKING
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
March
New York,
.Specimens
Sold by all druggists, 76c
POWDER
Capital Stock,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con of the architecture of the world are
housewife's
Is
the
models
end
in
Illustrated
drawings
stipatlon.
F0R
best friend, lightenOffice with the San Miguel National Bank
at the second annual Architectural
her
burdens
as
ing
and (EJnglnering exhibition, which
FOR SALE
fur.
well as the food.
RegiGood Six room house on 87H foot was opened in the Seventy-firs- t
Win. G. Haydon
Wherever K C is used
President
lot fronting Lincoln park. This is ment armory today and will be conwill
find
H. W. Kelly
you
healthy,
Vice
President
a good, substantial, comfortable homt tinued through the week Many athappy families and a conD. T. Hoskins
and can be bought now for $150.00. tractive models of prominent buildTreasurer
tented housewife. Com
For full list ot city and ranch ings in America, Europe, Japan, Chiplies with all pure food laws,"
Interest
property see
both State and National.
on Deposits
na, Africa and India are displayed.
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY Samples of building supplies, materJaques Mfg. Co., Chicago
Geo. A. Fleming, ials and accessories are also includeCORPORATION,
Manager, Maine 40.
d- among the exhibits.
:
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Too Judge a man not hy what he
WHAT 18 THE REASON
acmalsus to do, but by what ho ha
For the tact that the Ideal Sanitary
-- ane.
Thai is too only true toot
is constantly gaining new cusChamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged dairy
tomers
and is holding its old patrons?
by this standard boa no superior. PeoBecause
it furnishes the beat, purest
or
In
tt
everwbere
the high
ple
apeak
at terms of praise. For sale by all and richest milk. The milk ts absoarnggtats.
lutely free from contamination. It is
JOHN CHINAMAN
Usually is caricatured as a laundry-man- ,
but In all China there Is no man
who bas reduced the business of laundering to the exact science that have
modem lnTentors. The Las Vegas
Steam Laundry has one of the ltnest
laundries in New Mexico. The work
and the service rendered is the best
proof.
I

handled In sterilised rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's mils
a while and you will never change.

BUT
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HE RATHEfl

OVERDID IT

Husband's Bright Idea of Changing
the Conversation Left Him in
Somewhat of a Fix.

Getting Ready

A man who hadn't been home to
dinner and who didn't arrive In time
for midnight luncheon If there had
been one finally landed at bis apart-- j
inent and was greeted with a silvery,
is that you, dear?" from his wile's

THE
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BEST GOODS
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CHAPMAN LODGE NO, I, A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
room.
A. M. Regular
com- ..NO. 804. Meets Mcond and fonts
of
an
the
the
evening
not
(It
"It is," be responded succinctly,
a
a
at
fashionable
children's
Thursday in O. R. C. haD. Piooess
Hotel
Cumberland,
nual
party
munication
find
Ton will
first and
for much conversation.
club. Mrs. Ounnle Is prepar- caring
building Visiting members are car
third Thursday in sash
It?"
is
time
"What
Oroadway and Fifty ourth street, Chicago
the occasion. The
for
her
offspring
ing
answered:
location
Ideal
he
an
so
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.
late!"
month. Visiting broth"Oh. not
near Central Park,
room is littered with cast-of- f
shoes, and then observing a large bunch of
E. P. Mackpl, P. 8.
in the retail shopping and theate;
invited
cordlally
neckties, and other ar- roses on a table In the hall he sought
elevatec hosiery, skirts,
FOR
RATES
O.
N.
district, with the snbway,
B.
CLASSIFIED
W.
R,
of
reHerman,
ADVERsL;
ticles
Murray,
apparel.)
to change the conversation by
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
and surface cars at band. A band
Mrs. Gunnle If you don't stand still,
TISEMENT8
Secretary.
"What a beautiful bouquet
marking:
Meet in the forest of brotherly
furnished
I'll
beautifully
some,
Geraldlne,
modern,
of
flowers!"
NEW HATS.
Will there be ice cream 1
rests
love
at Woodmen of the World
Geraldine
best
the
one
of
the
hotel
with
Five cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
"They are lovely," assented
Mrs, Btandlah wishes to announce
moderate u An' kin I take my new doll? Say, kin wife.
hall, on the second and fourth Fribut
In
the
rants
city,
six
Estimate
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
ordinary words to a line.
to the ladles of Las Vegas and vicin-tiMay gave
"Beautiful!" continued the late ar- No ad to occupy less
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
with bath, 12.50 re I wear the new apron Aunt
conclave seooM Tuesular
than
space
two
that our new spring millinery is prices. Rooms for booklet
I
me with the pink bows on it? But rival enthusiastically.
P
too,
"Fresh,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VlsiJ
Harry
Send
All
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.
ammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it,

X

STATIONERY?

X
2

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination

Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

s
EH

.

That

'

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial

Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

XX

Al

3
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing; Co
PHONE MAIN 2.
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LOCAL NEWS

Miss CHEER UP
M

Demonstrating in our Window

LIQUID VENEER
AND CLEANSER

THE GREAT POLISHER

She Dusts, Cleans and Polishes With one Sweep.
A Money, Time and Temper Saver, for all
kinds of furniture, Wood work, Hard wood floors,
Brass Bedsteads, or any surface you want renewed, refined, polished, cleaned or dusted. It
carries away all dirt and leaves the surface Clean,
Pure and Sanitary, with a beautiful high glossy
finish.

Sizes, 25c, 50c apd $1.00 Bottles
AT

US

THE STORE THAT'S

BUST

Are You Thinking

ABOUT

i EASTER

DINNER
LET US SUGGEST A

HAM

Better Than Turkey.

J.

H. STEARNS,

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

THE PLAZA

VEHICLE
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Subscribe for The Optle
result of Forty

Years of Study and Experience is
embodied

in Chase

G. I. A. of

the

B.

a dance at the

ar-

The White Kitchen for the best
pastry, palatable home made bread
and good butter.
The ladiee of the Christian church

wll give a Cafeteria supper Friday,
March 29 In the Coors building.

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
We will not trim any more hats
this year, as we have bought an immense stock of trimmed hats. Also a
big lot of hat trimmings, wire, etc.,
which we will sell cheap. Inspection
invited.
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
For convenience The Optic has had
separate telephones placed in the
business and news
departments.
Those persons having business to
transact will call Main 2 and those
who wish to talk to the news force
will save time by calling the editorial department. Main 9.
Postmaster F. O. Blood desires the
public to know that all box rent for
the coming quarter must be paid before Saturday night, March 30. Mr.
Blood does not like to be insistent
but unless the money is paid he will
be obliged to sell the delinquent
boxes to the first applicant Monday
morning.
The district court for Colfax county
opened today at Raton. The district
court for Gnadalupe county, which is
now a part of the Fourtn judicial district, will open a week from today.
The grand and petit juries for San
Miguel county's spring term will be
drawn Friday of this week by Judge
David J. Leahy.
The glee clubof the Grinnell
for Girls of Grinnell, Iowa, has
been announced as the next Santa Fe
reading room concert. The club will
be in Las Vegas on April 5. This
concert will be held in the Duncan
opera house. Seats tor Santa Fe em
ployes will be placed for reservation
on Tuesday, April 2; at noon, at the
office of the Y. M. C. A. Five cents
will be charged for all seats Issued
to the railroad
employes and 10
cents to others. This glee club is
composed of 27 talented young ladles
and will no doubt give one of the
best concerts of the season.
col-leg- s

Sanitary Point
IMPLEMENTS

No Experiment-t- he

25c.

From a Strictly

EMERSON
McCORMICK

X

The ladies of the
of U E. will give
mory, April 25.

for the best

WAGONS

WEBER

Full Line of

Try a ami of Old Taylor bourbon
the Opera Bar.

The White Kitchen
meals In CEe city for

&

Sanborn's

you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientifically perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
and
regular. Weather,
prompt
sickness, holidays none of
these affect it.
Fifth. It costs you little
more.
Try us.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81
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The White Kitchen, abort orders
during regular meal hours.

i

See the Little Demonstrater

DAILY OPTIC,

The Ophc prints an the aews.

Fresh Seeds All Kinds Just In

FynelyteSsl-0-

Thrifty
No. 7
No. 6
No. 25

or

PERRY ONION & SON

Now
Now
Now

75o

55c
50o
45o
35o
30o
25o

AT

us your name for a copy of our Spring
Price List of Seeds, Plants, Bulbs etc.
507 Sitth Strttt

55c
45c
40c
35c

Now
Now
Now
Now

Phcot VtgtiUl

BOUCHER'S

er

ersr

.

sM

Are Made In

.

em

$350 $400
$500

itSM

Quarter-Siz- e.

'

Our Latest

afford

you exclusive custom stole as will as perfect custom fit
built on advance models designed by
celebrated New York, London and Paris bootmakers for this season's
wear. Come in and try them on.

Our new Regal Oxfords are

M. GREENBERGER.

on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sijjn
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
THE

Big Fight is

Proposition.

,

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynolds President
President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

WE
jyj

WILL

BROOMS

PHONEi
I

7T?

irRtGAL

FURNISH
SPECIAL

YOUR HOME COMPLETE
A

617 Douglas

three-quart-

one-quart-er

Special Sale

ssssWRITE

CO. STORE.

This is an exclusive feature of Regal Shoes. lo which
we want to call the attention of everybody in this town.
In addition to the usual half and full sizes, Regal come m
the
size tn between.
and
This eives vou iust double the number of
htbngs tound in oilier shces, and means an me
dffit.ence between a ntar-n- t ana an exau m.

FAMILIES

The White Kitchen for cleanliness
and good service. Oysters any style.
The Church of the Immaculate ConOpen day and night. Opposite Harvey ception was this morning the scene
House.
of one of the most beautiful weddings
of the winter season when Rev. FathYesterday afternoon at the meet er Adrian Rabeyrolle joined In holy
ing of the members of the Meadow wedlock Miss Amelia Spna and ChrisCity Dancing club, organization was topher A. Goke. Mrs. Goke Is the
perfected and the election of officers daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Sena,
was held. Ed Roberta was elected and Mr. Goke Is the son of Mrs.
president, C S. Wads worth, vice
Goke, widow of the late Hen
president and Charles Onion, secre- ry Goke. Mrs. Goke was given In
tary and treasurer. The next dance marriage by her father. Mr. and Mrs.
of the club will be held on April 4 O. A. Larrazolo were best man and
In the O. R. C. hall. The member- matron of honor. A nuptial mass was
ship of the club numbers 25.
sung by the choir of the church, led
by Miss Mary Tipton. Friends and
Porfirio Cordova was arraigned be- relatives of the two families filled the
fore Judge D. R. Murray this morning church to the doors.
on the charge of horse stealing but
Following the ceremony at the
was released, as he produced a Will church a wedding dinner was served
of sale for the animals. The com- at the Castaneda hotel. Here about
plaint was filed by Pete Roth and 150 guets were seated. At the. dinner
Cordova was forced to turn the anim- O. A. Larrazolo presided as toastmast- als over to Mr. Roth. The case will er and toasts to the young bride and
be pursued and the arrest of the man groom were made by many of the
from whom Cordova says he purchas- prominent guests. Among those who
ed the horses will undoubtedly fol- responded to toasts were George H.
low soon.
Hunker, E. D. Raynolds, Jose Baca,
I. K. Bacharach, Charles Iifeld and
JOSEPH RAYCROFT DEAD
Miss Jeanette Ward.
Joseph A. Raycraft died yesterday
Mrs. Goke, who is a beautiful young
morning at 11 o'clock at the Watrous woman, was dressed in a handsome
ranch. Though Mr. Raycraft came to gown of white duchess satin trimmed
New Mexico for his health he appear- in Oriental lace. Mrs. Larrazolo was
ed in good health and his death came dressed in black satin.
as a shock to his friends In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Goke left this after
Mr. Raycraft was 33 years of age and noon on train No. 1 on a bridal tour
was a native of Illinois. He came to through the southwest to California.
Las Vegas three years ago from his Mr. Sena, the father of the bride, ac
home In Kerrlck, 111. Ten months
companied the couple as far as Lamy,
ago he leased .the Watrous ranch at going from there to Santa Fe to
Watrous and with Ed Organ has lived continue his official duties in the
there since. He Is ' survived by five Capital City. Mr. Sena is a member
brothers and a sister, all 6t whom of the mounted
police of the new state
live In Illinois.
The body will be and is one of the most
prominent and
sent rto Bloomington, 111., where a
popular citizens of Las Vegas. The
brother, John Raycraft, resides, for groom is a member of one of the
burial.
wealthiest and best known families of
Mr. Raycraft was a member of the
this section. The young couple have
Bloomington Council of the Knights many friends who wish them
happi
of Columbus. During his residence ness.
in Las Vegas he made many friends
who mourn his loss. While living in
ALPHONSE AND GASTON.
Watrous Mr. Raycraft has 'been a fre
Phoenix, Ariz., March 25. Because
quent visitor in Las Vegas. He wae
in town Friday of last week and ap- of the advisory senatorial
primary
peared to be in the best of health. held In connection with the state elec
tion on December 12 last, there will
His death followed a nemorrhage.
be no contest over the electlori of
CALL FOR PRIMARIES AND CON- United States senators in Arizona.
However, a controversy has arisen
VENTION.
Notice is hereby given, that primar- over the matter of precedence in the
ies of the various wards In the city election by the legislature the date of
of Las Vegas are hereby called to be which has been fixed for Tuesday.
Friends of Henry f. Ashurst, of
held at 8:00 in the evening of Monone of the two successful
Prescott,
25th
the
day,
day of March, 1912, at
candidates, hold that he should be
the following places:
First ward, at the Douglas avenue elected first because of his receiving
IHe highest number of votes at the
school house.
primary. An additional reason given
Second ward, at the city hall.
Is that Ashurst was not so conservaThird ward, at the city hall.
Fourth ward, at the Douglas avenue tive In his views as his colleague,
Marcus A. Smith, of Tucson.
school house.
Supporters of Smith desire the hon
AU voters who are Interested in
or
for him, arguing his long service
nomination
the
and election of a business men's ticket, regardless of poli- as delegate In congress from Arizona.
It Is thought a certainty here that
tics, and who desire to see progress
made in our city affairs, and who de- because of the senatorial deadlock In
sire to see men nominated and elect- New Mexico, the Arizona senators
ed who stand for improvement of our will be selected and sworn in before
senators from the neighborcity, are cordially Invited and urged the new
to attend said primaries. Democrats, ing state.
The report of the rules committee
progressive republicans and all voters of the city of Las Vegas who are of the house including a drastic antl
in sympathy with the above move- lobbyblng measure which Is said to
ment will please attend said primar- have the strong support of Governor
Hunt, will be ready for consideration
ies.
Nominations
should be made In by the legislature tomorrow.
each ward for an alderman, and In addition, each ward will eJect nine delegates to the city convention which is
The Last Week of
hereby called to meet in the city hall
of the city of Las Vegas, at 8:00 p.
m., on Tuesday, the 26th day of
March, 1912, for the purpose of nomi-nating candidates tor mayor, city
ONclerk, and treasurer, pn the People's
Progressive ticket for said election
and for such other business as may
properly come before said convention
By order of the city committee.
Geo. H. HUNKER,
Chairman;
We offer you bargains on the
JOHN D. HESS,
Famous LEE BROS. Brooms
Secretary.

Daisy Lee 75c
65c
Excelo

at THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

SIZES

Charles Lewis, the tailor, has reOF CHRISTOPHER (iOKE
moved from his shop in the Doll
building to the room south of the
millinery shop of Mrs. Standtsb on PRETTY WEDDING THIS MORNSixth street.
ING UNITES TWO RESPECTED

Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only

I

MISS SENA IS BRIDE

Few Dollars Down With a Few Dollars Every Month

On Our Easy Payment Plan.

J. C. JOHNSEN

SON.

